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ABSTRACT

1

IoT devices can harvest personal information of any person in their
surroundings and this includes data from visitors. Visitors often
cannot protect their privacy in a foreign smart environment. This
might be rooted in a poor awareness of privacy violations by IoT
devices, a lack of knowledge, or a lack of coping strategies. Thus,
visitors are typically unaware of being tracked by IoT devices or
lack means to influence which data is collected about them. We interviewed 21 young adults to investigate which knowledge visitors
of smart environments need and wish to be able and protect their
privacy. We found that visitors consider their relation to the IoT
device owner and familiarity with the environment and IoT devices
when making decisions about data sharing that affect their privacy.
Overall, the visitors of smart environments demonstrated similar
privacy preferences like the owners of IoT devices but lacked means
to judge consequences of data collection and means to express their
privacy preferences. Based on our results, we discuss prerequisites
for enabling visitor privacy in smart environments, demonstrate
gaps in existing solutions and provide several methods to improve
the awareness of smart environment visitors.

Ever more people integrate IoT devices into their households [4, 48]
and living in a smart home will become the norm. Furthermore,
public spaces, such as hotel lobbies, are also increasingly equipped
with IoT devices. This also means that people will be more likely to
encounter smart environments in the role of a visitor, for example,
as they visit public or private places in which they are not residing.
IoT devices can harvest information of persons in their surroundings and visitors are no exception. The privacy of visitors is at risk
for several reasons: they often lack knowledge about IoT devices,
they are not aware how IoT devices might violate their privacy, or
they lack means to influence which data is collected [42, 56].
Prior work concluded that visitors require means to exert control
over the data collected about them and showed that visitor privacy
needs to be explored further [56]. Due to different configuration
options of smart environments, visitors today mainly have three
“extreme” options: 1) refraining from visiting the smart environment,
2) switching off the IoT device which might result in a tension
with the owner and limits access to the device’s features, or 3)
sacrificing their privacy. Neither solution is practical since it places
an undesirable burden on visitors and IoT device owners.
We contribute an understanding of how aware visitors are of
the data being collected by IoT devices in their vicinity, how smart
environments affect the behaviour of visitors, and what kind of
information they need. We then suggest applicable measures to
protect visitors’ privacy, focusing on existing IoT devices. We focus
on lack of know-how, showing that such knowledge gaps prevent
visitors from protecting their privacy. In particular, we shed light
on the following research questions:
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INTRODUCTION

RQ1: Which aspects do visitors of smart environments consider when making decisions about data sharing?
RQ2: How do visitors perceive their privacy in smart environments?
RQ3: What information do visitors need to protect their privacy in smart environments?
To answer these questions, we interviewed 21 participants with
a technical background. After inquiring about prior visits of foreign
smart environments, we introduce three distinct levels of familiarity
with the environment: 1) familiar, 2) known, and 3) new. For each
environment, we provide specific use cases to nudge participants
to think as visitors of smart environments.
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We show that different environments and contexts impact the
data sharing behaviour and intention of visitors more than specific
devices. Although our participants had a technical background,
they demonstrated difficulties in determining the physical space
that is effected by the data collection and judging whether IoT
devices capture personal data about them. In general, the privacy
preferences of the visitors aligned with those of the owners of
IoT devices. However, visitors are limited in making judgements
about the data collection and expressing their privacy preferences
because they do not have access to adequate information. Based
on that, we demonstrate prerequisites that visitors need to control
the conditions under which their personal data is captured and
processed. We conclude with actionable measures to facilitate this
control and motivate future courses of action to improve the control.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Generally, we refer to privacy as the possibility to control the conditions under which personal data is captured and processed by
a third party [12]. This means that each (main) user individually
decides about these conditions. While the owners of IoT devices
have the possibility to exert control, visitors nowadays have very
limited courses of action. Privacy perceptions of bystanders have
already been studied in different domains. Hence, we detail related
work on bystander privacy in related domains, privacy in smart
environments and bystander privacy in smart environments.

2.1

Bystander Privacy in Related Domains

Studies of life-logging technologies have shown that bystanders
want and need to know whether their actions are about to be
recorded in order to give or withdraw their consent [25, 28, 39].
Furthermore, it has been shown that life-logging technologies have
to be designed specifically to respect bystanders [21], e.g. by providing obfuscation [3, 17]. These results have also been shown for the
scopes of augmented [9, 53] and mixed reality [15, 38, 41], where
devices with cameras, such as head-mounted displays, are used. Privacy concerns of bystanders regarding the presence of augmented
reality wearable devices can depend on the usage context as two
user studies show [9, 16]. In these studies, participants explicitly
differentiated between public and private environments. They articulated that they want to be asked for permission before being
recorded in private environments.

2.2

Privacy in Smart Environments

IoT devices in smart environments provide their functionality based
on access to data about their users and the users’ environments
collected by sensors. This data access and networking capabilities
have resulted in privacy concerns [1, 31, 49, 61]. One stream of research has focused on the concerns of (prospective) IoT device users
[2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 19, 54, 55, 57, 59]. When making decisions about their
privacy, users differentiate between different environments [19].
Data collection in public is perceived as less critical than in private
environments. On the other hand, studies also show that the entity
collecting the data is even more important than the environment
[32]. This is confirmed by studies showing that IoT device users are
furthermore concerned about the data processing by the providers
of IoT devices [46, 49]. Based on that, the owners of IoT devices wish
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to be aware of data that is transferred to device providers [19, 26, 37].
Privacy-related information should be available when buying IoT
devices [20]. However, convenience provided by IoT devices is a
major factor for their users to sacrifice privacy [19, 60].

2.3

Bystander Privacy in Smart Environments

Privacy perceptions regarding smart devices were repeatedly studied in the literature (e.g. [2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 19, 31, 57, 59]). Privacy
concerns form a barrier for people in becoming smart home users
[1, 49, 55] and having information about the data collection can
dismantle this barrier. Hence, (prospective) smart device users wish
to be aware of which data is collected by providers [19, 26, 37],
ideally prior to purchase [20]. However, smart devices affect not
only their owners, but also visitors that are present the environment. The device owners’ perspective towards bystanders has been
investigated (e.g., [58]) and led to the recommendation of visitor
modes that prevent bystanders from accessing the owner’s data. An
interview study investigating privacy perceptions that results from
the presence of bystanders in smart environments concluded that
both sides – users and bystanders – have to be considered when
designing IoT devices [34]. However, this is particularly challenging
due to IoT devices becoming ubiquitous and the increase of the
numbers [34].
Yao et al. studied three scenarios in which the privacy of bystanders in smart homes can be relevant [56]: 1) renting an apartment with an Internet-connected security camera, 2) the own child
playing with a smart toy when visiting friends, and 3) a spouse
installing an Amazon Echo in the own shared apartment. They
conducted a co-design study with 18 participants and identified
factors that impact and mitigate bystanders’ concerns in these scenarios. Their most prominent finding was the wish of bystanders
to exert control over data collection by specifically interacting with
the foreign device. Mare et al. specifically investigated IoT devices
in AirBnBs [33]. Song et al. investigated means to improve the discoverability of IoT devices in smart environments that are private
and unknown to visitors, such as hotel rooms [47]. Their results indicate that a combination of LED indicator lights and a beep sound
supports users best in discovering IoT devices.
While bystanders can be residents of the owners’ household, we
especially consider visitors a subgroup of bystanders. Shared living
and multi-user scenarios have been investigated in the literature
already. IoT devices in shared living spaces can lead to tensions
between primary and secondary users [31] and discomfort [36, 45,
51], but also to privacy aspects being negotiated over time [23].

2.4

Summary

Adding to the existing body of research, we extend existing results
by investigating different contexts of data collection. As contexts,
we consider different types of smart environments (i.e., smart environments that are familiar, known and new to visitors). We focus
on both, private and public environments. We demonstrate that
visitors need to be able to exert control over the conditions under
which their personal data is captured and processed. We conclude
with actionable measures to facilitate this control.

Privacy Perceptions of Smart Environment Visitors
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Environment-based Part
3 environments, counter-balanced
Familiar (FE)

Known (KE)

New (NE)

U1: vacuum cleaner

U1: vacuum cleaner

U1: vacuum cleaner
End
Reimbursement

Welcome
General Part
U2: fridge

U2: fridge

U2: fridge

U3: lights

U3: lights

U3: lights
Icons by Vitaly Gorbachev from www.flaticon.com

Figure 1: Our semi-structured interviews were structured as follows: after a general part, we investigated 3 environments (FE,
KE, NE) in counterbalanced order. Within each environment, we explored the 3 same use cases with participants (U1, U2, U3).

3

INTERVIEW STUDY

To investigate the privacy perceptions of a smart environment visitors, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 21 participants.
Our choice was motivated by the fact that semi-structured interviews, on the one hand, offer a degree of standardization while,
on the other hand, leaving room to investigate the participants’
answers in more depth [40]. Before determining the final interview
guide, we conducted pilot interviews. Based on those, we adapted
interview questions and explanations to improve their clarity. The
results from the pilot interviews are not included in this paper.

3.1

Interview Procedure

The procedure of our interviews was as follows (cf. Fig. 1).
3.1.1 Welcome. Before the interview, participants received a consent form with information about the study and data protection
policy. After signing it, each participant provided demographics
and filled out the ATI-scale to assess affinity for technology [22].
3.1.2 General Part. Tnterviews started with general questions
about the participants’ prior experiences with smart devices and
smart environments. We asked them which devices they use or have
used in the past and whether they already interacted with a device
that was owned by another person or entity. Next, we focused on
the visit of smart environments. We asked participants about their
behaviour in a foreign environment equipped with smart devices.
3.1.3 Environment-Based Part. In the second part of the interview,
we gradually introduced three environments for a visit that differed
regarding the level of familiarity with the environment. To avoid
sequential effects, we varied the order of these environments according to a Latin square [52] for each participant. The investigated
environments were as follows:
Familiar Environment (FE) refers to an environment that
participants know very well and visit frequently, such as the
apartment of a good friend or close relatives.
Known Environment (KE) refers to an environment known
by the participants. Participants have visited the environment multiple times but visits are rather rare. This could be
a shared work space or waiting area.

New Environment (NE) refers to an environment that participants have never visited before and are likely not to visit
again. This could be, for instance, the apartment of a client
or a rental home during vacation.
In each environment, we introduced three use cases to nudge
the participants to consider a smart environment visit. Hereby, we
focused on smart devices that are already available on the market.
The investigated use cases were as follows. As first use case we
consider a smart vacuum cleaner operating in the room with the
visitors (U1: Vacuum cleaner). The second use case is a smart fridge
re-ordering a product visitors have consumed (U2: Fridge). And
finally, the third use case is based on automatically controlled smart
light bulbs in the room where the visitor is present (U3: Lights).
The smart lights represent a use case in which the smart device
and the sensors thereof are present in a steady location in the room
and function without interaction by the visitors. Once discovered
by the visitors, they know the location of the smart device. The
fridge also represents a steady location. However, interaction of
the visitor is required for the fridge to capture data. Finally, the
vacuum cleaner represents a use case in which the smart device
and its sensors do not have a steady location. We intentionally did
not include camera-based devices and smart voice assistants since
those have been investigated in prior studies [56].
For each use case, we considered the following identical questions. First, we let participants explain their understanding of the
smart device and its data collection. Next, we asked participants
about their behaviour as a visitor. This included the data that they
are willing or accepting to share. Since related work has shown
that perceived benefits constitute a major factor when consenting
data sharing [19, 60], we specifically asked whether the participants would share data in exchange for a benefit. The next question
focused on domains within the smart environments in which the
participants wish access to information and what kind of information they wish. Finally, we asked for expectations on the providers
and manufacturers of the smart devices.
3.1.4 End and Reimbursement. After the interview, the participants
were given the opportunity to ask questions. Finally, the examiner
reimbursed the participants with a e 10 Amazon voucher.
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3.2

Participants and Recruitment

We recruited participants on a university campus in the departments
of computer science, business informatics and among students
majoring in the combination subject of psychology and information
technology, using mailing lists and social networks.
Our participants were on average 25.52 years old (𝑆𝐷 = 2.62,
𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 26, 𝑀𝑖𝑛 = 18, 𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 28). One third of the participants
identified as female (𝑁 = 7), the remainder identified as male
(𝑁 = 14). We also provided the options “prefer not to say” and
“other”, but none of our participants chose that. Sixteen participants
were university students and five were full-time employees. Our
sample demonstrated an average affinity for technology (ATI) [22]
of 4.21 (𝑆𝐷 = 0.83, 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 4.33, 𝑀𝑖𝑛 = 2.11, 𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 5.56), where
six denotes the highest technical affinity.

3.3

Ethical Considerations

Our institution is located in a country with no requirement for a
formal IRB process prior to interview studies. However, the ethics
committee at our institution provides a set of guidelines for user
studies that we followed. We limited the collection of personal data
to a minimal amount to preserve the privacy of our participants.
Each participant received a randomly assigned 4-digit identifier.
Before the study, each participant received a consent form and
information sheet. The information sheet detailed the study’s data
protection policy and risks associated with the participation. After
reading the information sheet and consent form, participants were
asked to sign the consent form which was then stored separately
from all other captured data. Furthermore, our study, complied with
strict national privacy regulations in the authors’ country.
Before the analysis, we transcribed all audio recordings into
written form and deleted the source files. During transcription,
personal information was replaced by neutral placeholders1 .

3.4

Data Analysis and Limitations

First, we transcribed all audio recordings into written form. Next,
we analysed the interview transcripts using grounded theory [35].
Our analysis consisted of open and axial coding where two authors
of the paper were the coders. The coders individually coded two
representative interviews using thematic analysis with open coding [6]. Then, they established a coding tree in a review meeting
that consisted of 190 defined codes. To avoid excluding data types
and devices mentioned by the participants, the coders established
a common code structure used to build new codes. This code structure was used when a participant reported either a new IoT device,
a new data type, or new data flow. Each researcher coded one half
of the transcripts using the coding tree. During this analysis, 19
new codes were assigned matching the code structure.
The code assignments were discussed in a final review meeting. We concluded with axial coding to relate the codes to each
another. This resulted in three levels of codes. In particular, five
main categories, namely 1) data sharing, 2) data collection, 3) device providers, and 4) IoT devices, and 5) information, emerged as
well as subcategories. For the structure of our coding tree and the
individual codes, the reader is referred to Appendix A.
1 As

an example, the sentence “my sister Lisa from New York” would have been transcribed into “my [relative placeholder] from [city placeholder]”.
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We investigated IoT devices already commercially available. Furthermore, networked smart environments with a variety of devices
are as of 2020 still rather scarce. Thus, the presented measures
do not consider scalability aspects of smart environments. As a
starting point to determine required information and measures, we
recruited a rather young tech-savvy sample. This is also reflected
by the mean ATI scale of 4.21. Yet, it cannot be assumed that visitors
of smart environments have a technical background.

4

RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our interview study based
on the answers to the general questions and the five main categories: data sharing, data collection, information, device providers,
and smart devices. Whenever meaningful, we provide comments
from participants with a reference to the respective environment,
if applicable. In this context, FE denotes familiar environment, KE
denotes known environment, and NE refers to new environment.
The use cases are abbreviated as follows: U1 refers to the vacuum
cleaner, U2 to the fridge, and U3 to the light bulbs (cf. Figure 1).

4.1

General Questions

In the beginning, we asked general questions about IoT devices and
smart environments about the participants’ experiences, purchases
of IoT devices and prior visits of foreign smart environments.
4.1.1 Experiences. All participants were familiar with IoT devices
in general and owned at least a smartphone. Nineteen participants
had previously interacted with IoT devices owned by others. When
asked for the specific IoT devices, participants named voice assistants (e.g., Amazon Echo), smart window shutters, smart light bulbs,
smart TVs, smart vacuum cleaners, and smart fridges.
4.1.2 Purchase Decisions. After talking about their experiences
with IoT devices, we interviewed them about reasons for (not)
purchasing IoT devices. Convenience was the most frequently mentioned reason for owning IoT devices. 17 of our 21 participants
stated that smart home devices facilitate daily life by reducing workload. The second most frequently mentioned reason (𝑁 = 5) was an
improved energy efficiency. Reasons for not investing in IoT devices
were high cost of the devices on the market (𝑁 = 13) and concerns
about data collection and data protection (𝑁 = 9).
4.1.3 Visiting Smart Environments. Furthermore, we asked participants about their general behaviour when visiting a smart environment and whether they would generally alter their behaviour
in the presence of IoT devices. One third (𝑁 = 7) answered this
question affirmatively. One participant even mentioned to visit the
home of a friend less frequently due to their IoT devices. Sample
statements given by our participants are:
“I would try to do less embarrassing things when I’m alone.” P3
“It depends on the equipment that’s there. If a surveillance camera
is hanging somewhere, I think I’d behave differently. I’d think
about: what do I want to reveal about myself considering that in
the worst-case scenario it ends up somewhere it shouldn’t. [names
examples]. Regarding audio it’s similar [names examples]. With
other devices, I don’t think I would have such a problem. For a
motion sensor for light, I wouldn’t change my behaviour.” P4
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“If they use many of such devices, I would definitely visit them
less often. If they had a fridge or a light only, I would be there
just as often.” P19
Three participants particularly mentioned they would visit friends
with IoT devices more frequently as they are curious.

4.2

Data Sharing

We investigated data sharing behaviour of smart environment visitors. Participants differentiated between not sharing specific data,
limited sharing of specific data, conditional sharing (e.g., for personal benefit), and sharing of specific data without restriction. In
the following, we describe the data that the participants would
share without restrictions, and the impact of the familiarity to the
environment, its owner and to the IoT devices on data sharing, and
on sharing of sensitive data.
4.2.1 Known and Required Data. Eight participants stated to be
comfortable with sharing data about them that is already known or
obvious. This was mentioned in all three investigated environments.
Participant 10, for instance, stated:
“If he [the doctor] sees that I am present and I can keep quiet
while the vacuum cleaner operates [...], the information already
exists anyway.” P10, NE, U1
“I don’t care, my friend knows that I’m using the fridge anyway.”
P20, FE, U2
The second kind of data participants were generally comfortable
with sharing is data that is required in the respective use case or
transferred by interaction with the IoT device (𝑁 = 3):
“I’m okay with that. If it only films when I open the fridge and
take something out, I think that’s okay.” P10, NE, U2
4.2.2 Fear of Consequences. Four participants would refrain from
sharing their data, if they fear negative consequences, for instance,
in the form of long-term behaviour tracking or the occurrence of
costs. This was exclusive to known and new environments in which
the owner of the IoT device gets information that might harm the
participant:
“I find employers more critical again, if my employer gets the
information, I would be much more careful. I would probably
not say anything sensitive, because I simply did not want my
employer to hear that.” P10, NE, U3
“Let’s say I tell you about last weekend on Monday. I don’t know
if an employer wants to know that I did extreme sports or had
a night out. From this, conclusions could be drawn about my
lifestyle and I could be classified as a risk employee.” P11, NE, U3
4.2.3 Familiarity. The fear of consequences is also related to the
participants’ familiarity with the environment, the owner of the
device and data practices of the device provider. Missing familiarity with the environment was mentioned by three participants as
a reason for not sharing data in known and new environments
and further five participants would limited sharing their data. In
contrast, eight participants stated that a familiar environment is a
reason for them to share data. Hence, the more familiar participants
were with an environment, the more comfortable they were with
sharing data. Participants, for instance, mentioned:
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“If have often interacted with these devices, I assume that I know
what they do. So I would say that I would share all data without
hesitation.” P2, FE, U1
“I don’t think there is data I would share without hesitation. Especially in a doctor’s office or with someone I don’t know well, I
have to think about what is stored. It could also be that the device
records permanently. It first has to be clarified to what extent data
is recorded and processed before I would act more freely.” P20, KE
The familiarity to the environment and the environment itself
were more important compared to the specific use cases. Seventeen
participants only adapted their sharing behaviour to the environment and did not alter it between the use cases. One participant did
not differentiate at all, but generally refrained from sharing data.
Furthermore, six participants said their familiarity with the owners of familiar environments and trusting them is a reason for
sharing data. One participant stated this about known environments. Another participant stated that data sharing would depend
on their trust in the device owner. This indicates that trust in the
owner can translate to trust towards the smart environments:
“In principle, I trust friends more than I trust an employer - not
that I have any quarrel with my employer. But I find it a bit
strange if I tell my colleagues something private and then my
employer hears it.” P10, KE, U2
“My friend knows me well anyways.” P3, FE, U1
Similarly to above, a differentiation between the use cases was
not made by the majority of participants, however, the familiarity
with the respective smart device was considered:
“I don’t know exactly whether the refrigerator weighs or whether
it has a barcode scanner or a camera or sees who opens the refrigerator and who takes them out. I can’t say for sure if it’s filming,
but if I’m not sure, I assume it films.” P10, FE, U2
4.2.4 Sensitive Data. Even if participants were in familiar environments, 14 participants stated that they would in general not
share data that they consider to be sensitive. Among these sensitive data, four participants mentioned bank data, three mentioned
health-related data, and one mentioned private pictures. All of them
considered these data as too private even in familiar environments:
“Certainly I would not give out very sensitive data such as health
data or bank account information.” P10, FE
“Shared data about whether I’m closing a shutter would not be
important to me. For, e.g., video recordings, I would ask again
whether this is stored on a server on the Internet or [...] locally
and what is done with it, which provider it is.” P7, FE
Four participants would limit the sharing of data that they consider to be sensitive. However, participants were generally comfortable with sharing non-sensitive and non-personal data. Two
participants explicitly named small-talk.
“It [the fridge] does not know who took the product.” P18, NE, U2
“Certainly I would not give out very sensitive data such as health
data or account information. There would be no hesitation in
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small talk or things I would say at home on the couch where I
wouldn’t want that Alexa listens to.” P10, FE
Before sharing sensitive data, all participants wanted to explicitly
be asked for their consent in any environment and use case.
4.2.5 Sharing for Benefit. We specifically asked participants how
they consider the ratio between the sharing of (sensitive) data and
gained personal benefits, such as additional comfort. In familiar
and known environments, participants were more comfortable to
share data if they received a benefit in exchange for that (𝑁 = 15).
In new environments, participants expressed that such a benefit
should be very high as otherwise they would refrain from using
the device (𝑁 = 3).
“A little comfort for a little sensitive data, I’m okay with that. But,
not highly sensitive data [in exchange] for high comfort.” P12, FE
“The smart home devices can increase the convenience with use,
but for me, that would be too non-secure because I don’t know
the system and I would not use it due to concerns that too much
of my data is being collected.” P19, NE, U2

4.3

Data Collection

The previous category considered reasons for (not) sharing data
meaning that sharing is initiated by visitors. In this category, we
show participants’ acceptance of data collection and their reasons.
4.3.1 Collection of Obvious Data. Similar to the sharing of obvious
data detailed above, participants expressed that the collection of
obvious data is generally acceptable for them. This, in particular,
concerns data that cannot be linked to the participants’ identity,
such as the presence of a person in the room that can be used
for controlling lights or routing the vacuum cleaner. Participants
mentioned this throughout all environments and use cases. Sample
comments are:
“I don’t care. A sensor would create data, whether you are in
or not, but it would still be okay for me. For turning off lights
automatically, [data collection] would be okay.” P16, NE, U3
“I don’t see any problem there. [...] I don’t think the vacuum cleaner
collects data that directly concern my person.” P19, KE, U1
4.3.2 Collection of Personal Data. The collection of data that could
be linked to the visitors’ identity without consent or interaction
was perceived as critical within all environments and use cases.
Participants, for instance, stated:
“I don’t know if the refrigerator would know whether I or my
friend consumed it [the product]. If the fridge knew that it was
me, I would also find that critical.” P17, FE, U2
“I would find it odd, particularly in a doctor’s office, if video or
audio recordings could be made or if there were devices that could
do this, because I would also like to talk to my family doctor
about things that I do not want to share elsewhere or that are
somewhere on the Internet.” P4, KE
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4.4

IoT Devices

Considering the specific use cases, we asked participants which
entity can access the collected data according to their understanding. Our participants had a technical background and mentioned
different locations and possibilities for storing the data. As detailed
above, some participants already gained experiences with the IoT
devices in the use cases (smart vacuum cleaners, smart lights and
smart fridges). Knowledge about these IoT devices did not influence
the participants’ answers as they were aware of different possibilities to configure these devices. This means that IoT devices with the
same functionality from different providers might have different
sensors and thus capture different data.
Many participants mentioned that data is stored outside the
smart environment, e.g., in a cloud (𝑁 = 19) or, more specifically,
in a storage in a cloud hosted by the device provider (𝑁 = 7).
When describing the data flow in the individual use cases, participants focused on the functionality. Hence, they mostly described
data flow necessary within the use case. Further possibilities, such
as using the data to track behaviours, were not detailed.
4.4.1 U1: Smart Vacuum Cleaner. Nine participants stated that
data needed for routing the vacuum cleaner, such as the room
layout, is only stored on the device and not elsewhere. This data
collection was considered to be acceptable for several reasons. Four
participants in particular stated that the data is generic presence
data that cannot be linked to their identity. Sample comments are:
“The vacuum cleaner scans the floor, detects people, looks for dirt
and where to clean. The data is then stored in the vacuum cleaner
and used for the future.” P8, U1
“Well, it scans me and well, now I don’t think that it scans the room
in full height, all persons, but probably only the area it needs, the
floor, if it scans the area in front of it three-dimensionally, if not,
then it doesn’t matter.” P13, U1
Five participants considered that the vacuum cleaner might not
possess the required computational capabilities to calculate the
route. Instead, they stated that the vacuum cleaner sends the room
layout to a cloud, which answers with a routing plan. These participants considered the collection of these data to be unacceptable if
the video could be linked to their identities.
“The vacuum cleaner comes in, also into the room, switches on,
simply delivers data about the room, objects are measured and
perhaps also the dust intensity, and sends it back to the cloud.
The cloud determines the stains that need to be cleaned more
compared to last time. It then sends the route plan back to the
vacuum cleaner and it drives off. ” P2, U1
“The vacuum cleaner collects the data, that there is someone and
the data where does it flow to? They are logically processed by
it and finally probably put back into some cloud based memory,
whatever, where they are evaluated. From there, the user or the
owner of the robot can probably access it again and evaluate the
data.” P14, U1
4.4.2 U2: Smart Fridge. Considering the fridge, nine participants
stated that the content or the order are processed online, which
is necessary for the provided functionality. Similar to the vacuum
cleaner, the collection of this data was considered acceptable if
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not linked to their identities by the owners of the smart fridge
or the provider. Furthermore, participants feared a loss of control
regarding the orders of the fridge in new environments. Sample
comments by participants are:
“I access the system, the refrigerator. This is a physical interaction.
Then the refrigerator creates the data, collects it, processes it and
sends it to another unit or sends the command, ‘reorder’. It receives
an order confirmation. At the moment it is delivered and put back
in, the refrigerator again collects the data and knows that the
target stock is reached again. ” P1, U2
“We have another problem, and that is a much more intimate
behaviour in an AirBnb-apartment, because of that it is of course
problematic if the owner of the smart fridge - in this case the
owner of the AirBnb-home - notices what kind of food I consume
there and automatically reorders it. It takes over the control of
what I want to consume in the refrigerator during the time I am
there. ” P20, NE, U2
4.4.3 U3: Smart Light Bulbs. Finally, 16 participants stated that the
status of the light bulbs is available via the Internet to enable the
functionality of remote control. These data was also considered to
be acceptable if it cannot be linked to the visitor’s identity. However,
one participant stated that if it is known to someone that a visitor is
present it could be determined whether this visitor has left a place
based on the status of the lights. This participant was reluctant to
share even generic data about their presence.
“The lights should just give the signal: I’m still on and it’s Sunday
afternoon. Then he could just turn that off. On the other hand,
the sensors could also determine whether someone is still in the
office or not. ” P6, KE, U3
“It depends a bit on whether I can operate the equipment. If I go
into [my friend’s] apartment and can only turn the lights on
when I operate the tablet, but the tablet records who opened it
because it is locked and I used a guest access point, then maybe
he [my friend] knows I turned the lights on. But if I had simply
turned it on with the light switch and he turned it off again and
had not installed a camera to check - which I have not assumed I
did with the lamps - I would say there was no information.” P10,
KE, U3

4.5

Information

We asked participants if they wished access to information about
smart environments and IoT devices.
The majority of participants (𝑁 = 19) stated to wish information
about the data collection by the devices in all environments and use
cases. They placed a focus on new environments and environments
in which a data collection is unexpected. Even if an environment
is known or familiar, the IoT devices deployed in it might change.
Hence, information about new IoT devices should be made available:
“It should be recognisable, which smart home devices are present,
and for ’what’ they are there and where the data are stored or if
data is stored.” P5, NE, U2
“Information should be available in any case, especially in public
places. [...] I would like to know in any case: ’What kind of devices
are there? How do they work? Where is the data stored? But I
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would leave it up to the individual, whether they are interested in
that information. If medical assistants in a doctor’s office provide
such information and visitor perhaps get an information sheet,
then that is enough for me. I can still decide: Do I want to read it
or not? Does that interest me? Do I care? I can decide.” P4, KE
When asked to explain the purpose of the information, participants stated transparency (𝑁 = 19), an establishment of trust
(𝑁 = 9), or personal interest (𝑁 = 8):
“Ultimately, any manufacturer of such devices should clearly
state where the data will end up, where the server is located on
which the data will end up. That you just have the information
when you want it. It should be provided and it should be honest
and transparent.” P4, FE
“So for me trust, i.e. creating transparency, at the same time...
what else could you expect from them? [names examples] I would
simply say to create more transparency, to show further foresight.
Yes.” P14, KE
“This is difficult to say, because I do not constantly deal with it
and I know which information is accessible in principle. But yes,
it is a bit frightening that I do not know: what exactly is the data
that is being collected by the devices? Where does it flow to? How
can they be linked? Does it flow via the Internet or directly there?
It would be exciting, but it is also a little like utopia.” P10, FE
The information should contain the data that is collected, the
physical space that is affected by the collection, and the purpose of
collection:
“I think, especially in areas where you are often together with
strangers, such as in a doctor’s office, it should definitely be made
clear how the data is processed. Obviously I cannot demand from
a stranger that he hangs up a sign in his apartment on which
is written: ’We process data in the following way.’ However, in
all public places, departments and doctors’ offices, one expects
information on how the data is processed.” P20, KE
Two participants stressed that this information should be prominent in spaces where data collection is unexpected even if the
environment is familiar:
“I think you should know when you’re being recorded somewhere.
It should not look like a vase, but like a video camera.” P7, FE
Participants were also aware about the practicability and scalability issues in smart environments with many devices. Two participants, for instance, stated:
“It’s just difficult. You just can’t know about everything. As an
indirect user, I would of course wish for that, but I see difficulties
in implementing it in everyday life.” P19, FE
“I think it [labels] is a good idea but I think it’s difficult to implement, because then, probably in every larger office building
all warning signs would have to go: ’In the next 5m2 is a microphone, which could record your voice’, and every subway station:
’Attention, video is being recorded here’. Then you have such a
flood of information that you don’t care. [...] I think that’s very,
very difficult to implement.” P17, KE
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4.6

Device Providers

We also asked the participants about their expectations towards
the providers.
4.6.1 Transparency. More transparency about data practices was
mentioned 14 times throughout all environments and use cases. The
data practices entailed data security-related information (𝑁 = 9),
sharing with other entities (𝑁 = 7), and storage on the provider’s
servers (𝑁 = 2). Sample statements from our participants are:
“In any case, it’s transparency. I know it is not an easy subject,
because how do you intend to create transparency? That they
[the providers] need the data somewhere and use it anonymously
is something I find perfectly acceptable. But I just don’t know if
they [the providers] will indeed do that. I also find it extremely
difficult to trace.” P11, KE
4.6.2 Control. Five participants also expressed that providers should
enable better control about data shared and collected by the devices.
This was justified by a wish for improved self-determination:
“I would like to know about all the data and the recordings that
are collected about me. Instead of only storing and analysing it
somewhere, I also want to express ‘No, I don’t want it to be stored.’
And I also want to be sure that when I say that I want it to be
deleted, it will indeed be deleted. There is always a background
fear that it may still be on some of the company’s servers.” P19,
FE

4.7

Results Summary

In summary, participants differentiated the IoT devices based on
the provided functionality. In all use cases, they considered data
collection to be generally acceptable by a device if it cannot be
linked to their identity. If such a link can be made, participants consider their familiarity to the environment, to the device owner and
the sensitivity of the shared data. Considering new environments,
participants feared a loss of control, because an IoT device might
act unintendedly. Considering information about data collection,
our participants asked for information in domains where data collection is unexpected. They furthermore expressed to judge the
capabilities of the IoT devices and wished information about that.
Device providers should be transparent with regards to their data
practices and security measures as a basis to control what happens
to their data.

5

DISCUSSION

In this section, we first discuss the results from our interviews based
on the categories that emerged in the code analysis. Then, we detail
prerequisites for informed privacy decisions that visitors of smart
environments need. Based on these prerequisites, we finally discuss
possible measures that could be applied in smart environments (cf.
Figure 2) and their limitations.

5.1

Interview Results

In this section, we discuss the results from our interview study.
5.1.1 Data Sharing. We investigated three levels of familiarity
to smart environments. Participants adjusted their data sharing
behaviour to the respective smart environment, IoT devices, and
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the owner of the device or environment. If the participants knew the
specific IoT device and its capabilities, they adjusted their sharing
behaviour to the device. If the device was unknown, the behaviour
was adapted to the familiarity of the environment. The owner of
the environment played an important role because they might have
access to potential privacy-sensitive data. In contrast participants
only rarely differentiated between our three investigated use cases.
These results have already been demonstrated in investigations of
IoT device owners [46, 49].
Furthermore, participants differentiated whether the smart environment was a public or private environment when making decisions about sharing their data. In general, in familiar and private
environments, participants were most conformable with sharing
(sensitive) data. In contrast, they were least comfortable with data
sharing in new and public environments. This shows intervention
and transparency methods to be most crucial in public smart environments. This also mirrors results from previous studies of IoT
device owners [19] and extends them to the visitors’ perspective.
Our results show that visitors and owners of smart environments
make similar considerations about sharing their data. While owners
of smart environments are typically aware of IoT devices being
present, it cannot be assured that visitors are likewise aware. This
stresses the importance of methods to raise visitors’ awareness.

5.1.2 Data Collection. Considering data collection, visitors are
more comfortable with sharing obvious data or data that is transferred by an intended interaction with the IoT device. This also
extends results of previous studies [19] to the scope of visitors.
20 of 21 participants would still visit friends owning IoT devices,
even if they were uncomfortable with data being collected. This
shows that social aspects are valued stronger when making privacy
decisions. If visitors are not equipped with adequate knowledge
and measures to protect their privacy, they are likely to sacrifice
their privacy in private smart environments, as results indicate.

5.1.3 IoT Devices, Information, and Device Providers. Our sample
consisted of young, rather tech-savvy adults. When asked about
the data flow of different devices they were aware that different
device providers might implement different data flows. Based on
that, several participants assumed a worst-case scenario, i.e. a data
flow that penetrates their privacy most. Since even our rather techsavvy participants struggled in determining the correct data flow,
visitors that are less tech-savvy might struggle even more.
When asked for information about data collection, participants
wished to generally be aware about it. This is also connected to
results about the owners of IoT devices [19, 26, 37] and bystanders
[34, 56]. Participants furthermore wished for information about the
purposes of data collection, especially in environments in which this
is unexpected. This was prominent in known and new environments
in which visitors are most vulnerable since IoT devices might be
very discreet.
In the following, we demonstrate prerequisites that visitors need
to enforce an informed decision about their privacy. This is followed
by specific possibilities to implement measures.

Privacy Perceptions of Smart Environment Visitors
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Figure 2: Prerequisites for visitors (left) for making and communicating privacy decisions and possible measures (right).

5.2

Prerequisites for Informed Privacy
Decisions for Visitors

devices in the smart environment. The smart environment could
either react to the visitor’s decision, or the visitor could perform
an action to enforce it.
After those five steps, visitors have made an informed privacy
decision and communicated it to their environment. Another possible exit point is step three, after which no decision communication
or further measures are required.

5.3

Possible Measures and Future Work

In the following, we provide concrete examples demonstrating
how to support the aforementioned steps and ultimately enable
privacy protection of visitors in smart environments. Furthermore,
we provide opportunities for future work.

Privacy for visitors describes their ability to control the conditions
under which their personal data is captured and processed in a
smart environment. This means that visitors have to be able to
gather privacy-related information in order to make a decision.
Next, we detail consecutive steps building upon each other to reach
such a decision.

5.3.1 General Awareness. As a first step, visitors need to be aware
of potential privacy violations. This is a general aspect that is independent from the specific smart environment. Thus, methods
can be outside a specific smart environment. Methods for gaining
awareness can be TV spots or poster advertisements. For a detailed
list of such awareness methods, the reader is referred to [44].

5.2.1 Gaining Awareness. As a foundation, visitors need to be
aware that the data collection in a smart environment can impact
their privacy. A possible barrier is the misconception that the data
of visitors cannot be privacy-sensitive due to the scarcity of visits
as our investigation shows. Furthermore, a visitor might over-trust
the environment or base their trust only on the device owner. Another aspect that impacts awareness is given by the fact that the
increasing number of IoT devices and the different configuration
possibilities constitutes a challenge [34].

5.3.2 Privacy Labels and Visualisations. To further support users
to gain awareness, deepen their knowledge, and evaluate data sensitivity, privacy labels and visualisations are viable solutions that
can be implemented without altering the IoT devices themselves.

5.2.2 Gaining Knowledge. Second, visitors need information about
the data collection. Participants in our and related studies [34, 56]
wished information about the data that is collected, the physical
space that is affected by the collection, and the purpose of collection.
This is particularly crucial in environments that visitors visit only
rarely or just once, but also in familiar environments in which IoT
devices may change.
5.2.3 Evaluating Data Sensitivity. In this stage, visitors evaluate
whether they consider the collected data to be privacy-sensitive.
Participants found it acceptable to share obvious data or data based
on an intended interaction. In case data is not considered sensitive,
no further actions are needed. A possible barrier in this step might
be that the visitors misjudge the impact of sharing their data. For
instance, it has been demonstrated in other domains that people
are comfortable sharing their location as it is not connectable to
their person, but that location data can be de-anonymized [24].
5.2.4 Decision Making. If visitors are aware about impacts on their
privacy, have knowledge about the data collection, and consider the
data to be sensitive, they can make a decision whether they want
their data to be captured. If information about the specific devices
is unavailable, this decision can still be informed by the familiarity
to the smart environment, its owner, purpose and context.
5.2.5 Decision Communication and Execution. Once the decision is
made, visitors have to be able to communicate it to the affected IoT

Prior works suggested privacy labels as a method for providing
concise information, e.g. [18, 20, 27]. Today, such labels have already been introduced in the form of signs by several countries to
inform about CCTV in public places. A prior study of bystander
privacy in smart homes also suggested distributing physical signs
with QR codes providing further information by the device manufacturer that is also accessible for bystanders [56]. Naeini et al.
suggested labels on the smart device’s packing to inform purchase
decisions [20]. Suggested content of such labels includes the type
of collected data and the frequency of data sharing [18]. However,
conventional labels on the device’s package are not applicable to
visitors as they usually are not involved in the purchase and unwrapping of the product. Also QR codes have limitations. First, they
might be overlooked by visitors. Second, the information the QR
code links to might not be read or understood completely. Third, it
is questionable whether the owners of IoT devices would indeed
distribute such QR code stickers in their private homes. Thus, QR
code stickers might be a viable solution for public environments
if designed carefully. Finally, even if an IoT device would be labelled perfectly, visitors might struggle to determine where exactly
within the smart environment their data is collected and in which
way it is processed, stored and potentially shared (e.g., with the
device manufacturer). This issue has been frequently mentioned by
our participants. Even though they had a rather high affinity for
technology, they were not able to judge potential tracking spaces
accurately. In line with our participants wishing for details on data
collection, we suggest labelling in such a way that it is accessible
for visitors. At the same time, enforcing labels in private home
environments might also prevent owners from deploying devices
based on aesthetic or social reasons.
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In professional or public environments, this could be solved
by making such labels accessible via, e.g. signs that are publicly
readable before entering the physical space that is affected by the
data collection. Furthermore, such labels should be formulated in
easy language and clearly indicate where the device is located,
where data is stored and whether it is shared with other entities.
While private spaces might, on one hand, be considered less critical (i.e., participants were more willing to share data in known and
familiar environments), it is even more crucial to address needs for
detailed information on data collection and sharing. As described
above, QR code stickers and labels are unlikely to provide the necessary information. This shows that visitors require active privacy
assistance, for instance by a software or IoT device. Several possibilities to assist the owners of IoT devices have been proposed
in the literature (cf. [11, 13, 14, 30]). Based on our results, we argue that exploring such assisting methods for visitors and privacy
implications for them forms an integral part of future work.
Many participants wished for information about potential data
collection, especially in scenarios where they do not expect their
personal data to be collected. This indicates a need for additionally
visualising data collecting sources to increase visitors’ awareness.
Limited means for mode transparency of IoT devices already
exist in state-of-the art products and were previously investigated.
An example is status indicator lights like small LEDs. A prominent
example is webcams. However, users and especially visitors might,
on one hand, overlook this feature [43], while on the other hand
the indicator might be unreliable. For instance, the software drivers
could be manipulated in such a way that a camera is recording
while not correctly indicating its actual state. Thus, some camera manufacturers introduced lens covers. More obvious design
alternatives to status indicator lights have been suggested in prior
work [29, 36, 47]. Further IoT devices indicating their current state
include smart speakers (e.g., Amazon’s Alexa), where a light ring is
changing from red to green while recording [36]. Such alternatives
form an intuitive visual indication to determine the device status.
Related work suggested additional means such as visual or auditory
cues, or contextual pictures providing information on the location
of IoT devices [47]. While such solutions might be suitable for new
environments (hotel rooms, holiday homes), the deployment in
private homes or shared spaces needs further investigation.
Up to now, we have focused on status indication that is integrated
in the IoT device. However, visitors who are not used to specific
devices or those who might even be unaware of such devices being
present, might easily overlook such means of status indication. Furthermore, device-based status indication requires an alternation of
the smart device which is time-consuming and visitors might want
measures that are more immediately applicable. We thus suggest
to employ additional visualisations from a bystander’s perspective,
e.g. by means of augmented reality (AR). In particular, spaces in
which data is collected could be highlighted in AR. For instance, the
physical space in which a microphone could capture audio could
be visually indicated. Based on the visitor’s personal consideration
of data sensitivity, the highlighting could be personalised.
The measures described above enable the first three steps, namely
gaining awareness and knowledge and evaluating data sensitivity,
that are necessary to make informed privacy decisions. We proceed
by describing methods for decision communication.
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5.3.3 Empowering Devices to Protect Visitors’ Privacy. As participants mentioned to behave differently or even stop visits when
being tracked in smart environments, admins of smart environments could temporarily deactivate potential data collection to
accommodate their visitors. As an example, one of our use cases
included a smart fridge. While its smart functionality may provide
comfort to the owner, the fridge itself is still performing its duties
(i.e., refrigerating groceries) without the “smart” features, such as a
camera. To prevent the visitor’s privacy to be violated when using
the host’s kitchen, the fridge’s camera could temporarily be turned
off. Related work also revealed that residents of smart environments wish for specific visitor modes [34, 58]. Such a mode could
be designed in such a way that the device’s primary functionality
is preserved while the data collection is (temporarily) switched off.
5.3.4 Empowering Visitors to Protect their own Privacy. To ultimately communicate their privacy decision, visitors as of now have
limited possibilities. While one possibility is avoidance of smart environments in general, we rather suggest to provide suitable means
as coping strategies for visitors to (temporarily) adjust the space’s
settings to their needs.
We first detail measures that have been suggested in related
domains. As such, bystanders could negotiate with the owner of the
smart devices to switch it off [23]. This, however, might result in a
tension between the owner and this visitor and is time-consuming
for a large number of devices. Thus, visitors might sacrifice their
privacy due to the effort. Bystanders could furthermore adapt their
behaviour or use tools that support them in protecting their privacy.
Related work suggested bystanders to carry active noise to prevent
audio recordings [53]. Edward Snowden has covered himself with
a blanket which can be seen in the documentary Citizenfour2 . Both
examples show how extreme such solutions can get. Using the
blanket is likely to disrupt interaction with others and active noise
might result in unintended side effects on other devices. A study
of bystander coping methods confirmed that bystanders in smart
environments nowadays only have limited courses of action which
are considered as highly artificial or hypothetical [34].
Additional means to make privacy “graspable” could be applied
as well. This refers to physical devices that can be placed on IoT
devices for controlling their data collection behaviour. For instance,
the privacy hat for Alexa [50] nudges users to use the device’s mute
button. Further means to permanently hand over the control of
privacy settings to visitors should be subject to future work.

6

CONCLUSION

The share of smart devices in households is growing. Data capturing and processing by the devices concern any person that is
present in the smart home environment, also visitors. In this paper, we presented an interview study to find out prerequisites that
visitors need to be able to reach an informed decision about their
privacy. We also show that visitors consider their familiarity with
the environment and the device when deciding whether they want
to share their data. Based on our results, we extract five steps as prerequisites for visitors to exert control over their privacy. Those five
steps are: 1) gaining awareness, 2) gaining knowledge, 3) evaluating
2 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt4044364/,
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data sensitivity, 4) decision making, and 5) decision communication. For each step, we present specific implementation possibilities.
Those possibilities can either be used immediately, such as privacy
labels, or motivate future work, such as means for visitors to use
augmented reality as a method to visualise data collection.
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CODING TABLE

In this section, we provide our coding tree based on the five categories of: 1) data sharing, 2) data collection, 3) information, 4) device
providers, and 5) IoT devices. The coding tree does not include the codes that describe the data flow of individual IoT devices.

Sharing

share

limited
conditional

non-acceptance
acceptance

Information

Collection

no share

Device Provider

no expectations
other
provider-related

Code

FE

KE

NE

Sum

familiar owner
familiar environment
personal benefit
interaction-based
obvious data
smalltalk
sensitive data
unfamiliarity
for high benefit
for a benefit
not even for a benefit
sensitive data
unfamiliarity
fear of consequences
frequent visit

5
6
0
1
2
2
4
1
2
15
8
6
0
0
2

1
2
2
0
3
1
4
3
2
10
7
5
1
2
1

0
0
1
2
3
1
2
1
3
10
7
3
2
2
0

6
8
3
3
8
4
10
5
7
35
22
14
3
4
3

data:consuming behavior-reason:disadvantages
data:identity-reason:disadvantages
data:generic presence-reason:obvious
data:preferences-reason:anonymous as visitor

1
1
1
1

2
0
1
0

1
1
6
0

4
1
8
1

awareness
possibility to consent
personal interest
purpose of collection
data security / data protection
transparency
trust
when data collection unexpected
no information needed due to familiarity

4
0
3
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5
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2
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7
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3
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1
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1
7
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1
8
6
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4
5
4

familiarity
infrequent visit
no trust in industry
regulation by politics
device’s capabilities
controllability-self determination
increase awareness
security-related information
transparency
transparency-data practices

1
0
0
0
0
1
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3
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